Produce Certified Hemp Seed

There is a lot of misinformation circulating around the hemp community concerning Certified Hemp. To be sure you are marketing seed correctly and abiding by the Federal Seed Act, follow this list of steps to certification.

1. Have your variety accepted into Certification through one of the four accepted methods (ex. VRB, PVP, Agency, or OECD) contact the agency in your state for more information.

2. Produce or purchase seed of the Breeder, Foundation or Registered Class. Look for a white or purple tag with certification agency information!

3. Make an application for inspection with your state agency. A list of agencies can be found at: aosca.org/members

4. Your crop must pass field or greenhouse inspections and analysis reports for standards set forth by your agency.

5. Seed can be labeled with a Certified Tag that shows customers are receiving the genetically pure variety they requested.